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New iPhone Shopping App Delivers Fashionistas a Daily Dose of Style
Published on 11/02/09
appsNminded have launched Jonesing Daily 1.0, a coupon app that highlights and promotes
exclusive and hip on-line shoppes that were only known to trendy insiders and
fashionistas. Jonesing Daily offers not just a coupon but exclusive deals. Hip online
shoppes such as Terra Plana, Viv & Ingrid, GoGo Gear, Fuz, Stanton James, Tucker Paisley,
Moby Wrap, blabla kids and Josh Jakus are just a few of the featured retailers.
Malibu, CA - appsNminded, an LA-based iPhone app development company successfully
founded
by 3 fashion savvy moms, have launched their pet project - a coupon app that highlights
and promotes exclusive and hip on-line shoppes that were only known to trendy insiders and
fashionistas. Hip online shoppes such as Terra Plana, Viv & Ingrid, GoGo Gear, Fuz,
Stanton James, Tucker Paisley, Moby Wrap, blabla kids and Josh Jakus are just a few of the
featured retailers.
"We have offers from the hippest stores. You've seen these products in all of your
favorite celebrity magazines and now everyone can have a chance to be on the inside and
get their daily fix with Jonesing Daily, no matter where they live" said Jennifer Noonan
of apsNminded.
Jonesing Daily offers not just a coupon but exclusive deals that can only be accessed by
downloading the app from iTunes. The app is free and users receive a new amazing offer
everyday! With over 1 billion apps downloaded via iTunes apps store already, appsNminded
plans to bring these fabulous online shoppes to the global marketplace and increase sales
and traffic to these retailers' websites.
System Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Jonesing Daily 1.0 is free (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App Store.
Jonesing Daily 1.0:
http://www.appsnminded.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=330707684&mt=8

appsNminded is an LA based iPhone app development company that creates apps for kids and
the moms who love them. Founded by 3 tech-savvy, fashion-forward moms, appsNminded
delivers apps that are fun for kids and adults alike. Copyright (C) 2009 appsNminded. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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